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PROGRAMMING METHODOLOGY
(For Il Semester all branches except DCP & CABM and for III Semester CB)

.fTime : 3 hours

. t (Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

2 marks.

1. While executing a mmputer progam the following line shows an error.

Identi$ the error and justi$ it"
Num: 56*'98'

2. What will be output when you will execute following pseudo code.

fft 
t,L1,,::o 

then
Write']es"
Else

Write'T.lo"
End if

3. What is Data flow diagram ?

4. Write an algorithm to read 20 numbers into an array.

5. What is the difference between local and global variable ? (5x2 = l0)

PARI - B

Maximum marks : 30)

iI Answer any five questions from the following. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Distinguish between pre increment operator and post increment operator with

the help of an example,

2. Write a psuedocode to check given number is odd or even.

3. Draw a flow chart to find out largest among three numbers.

4. Write a short note on sting data tlpe.
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5. Explain dre diffesnce b€tween call by value and call by rtferrence with example.

6. Write an algorithm to display days of week using switch--case.

7. The tanspose of a m by n matix is defined to be a'n by m matix tfiat results
from rnterchanging the rows and columns of the matix. write a prcgram
segmort to find transpose of a m by n mafix. (5x6:30)

Marks

5

5

n (a)

(b)

(c)

PART- C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

List ttre different flowchart symbols.

Write an algorithm to interchange two numbers.

On

W (a) Explain the steps of problem solving.

(b) write down the,flowchart and pseudocode for the following problem.

An employee's basic salary is input through the keyboard. His deamess
allowance is 45Yo of basic salary and house rent allowance is 20To of basicsalary. Calculate the gross salary.

(a) D"-""J:l a nlufgcode ., J;;it *""u,o, (addition subbaction,
multiplication' division operations only) using swirch--case.

(b) wtr help of flow chat and er*mples, briefly explain.pr+test and post-test loops. .

On

(a) Write down the pseudocode for the following problem.
A five digit rurnber is entered into the kq/boad. calculate sum of its digits.

(Hint : input 64273, the,n oueut is 6+4+2+ 7+3:22)
(b) Explain relational and logical op€rators.

8

8

'l

Suggest most appropriate variable narhe and data type for the following items.
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Marks
Ur.rrr - III

vII (a) write a pseudocode to calculate largest and smallest number in an array. g
(b) write an algorithm to find the strings are equal or nol 6

On
uII (a) write a pseudocode to search an element in an array using Linear search. 7(b) Write an algorithm to find the sum of two matices. g

Uur * IV
D( (a) What are the basic operations rr a sequential file. 7

(b) Wiite a menu driven program that inpuG a number X and at the users option"
finds and diqplays the area (A) of one of the following. use zubprograms for
each one.

(i) A square with side X, A : square of X.
(ri) A circle with radius X, A: pi *square of X where pi : 3.14. g

On

X (a) What is recursion ? Write a pseudocode to find frctoriai of a mrmber using
recursion.

(b) write a pseudocode to find NCR factor using function 
:

{Hint: NCR=r! (r!*(n-r)!). values of n and r are input through the
keyboard)

8
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